An earthquake occurred off the coast of Iwate Prefecture today (June 23), at approximately 06:51.

Tohoku Electric Power Company’s Higashidori Nuclear Power Station and Onagawa Nuclear Power Station as well as Tokyo Electric Power Company’s Fukushima Dai-ichi Nuclear Power Station and Fukushima Dai-ni Nuclear Power Station, have been shut down since the 2011 Off the Pacific Coast of Tohoku Earthquake.

Tohoku Electric Power Co. has reported no irregularities at Higashidori NPS or Onagawa NPS.

Tokyo Electric Power Co. has reported no irregularities at Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS or Fukushima Dai-Ni NPS.

At this time, the operator has reported no irregularities at Rokkasho uranium enrichment plant, reprocessing plant or radioactive waste treatment plant.

NISA has received reports that no significant change has been seen in the ventilation stack monitor or the monitoring post values at any of the facilities.

Higashidori NPS, Tohoku Electric Power Company
Unit 1: Currently shut down

Onagawa NPS, Tohoku Electric Power Company
Unit 1: Currently shut down
Unit 2: Currently shut down
Unit 3: Currently shut down

Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS, Tokyo Electric Power Company
Unit 1: Currently shut down
Unit 2: Currently shut down
Unit 3: Currently shut down
Unit 4: Currently shut down
Unit 5: Currently shut down
Unit 6: Currently shut down

Fukushima Dai-ni NPS, Tokyo Electric Power Company
Unit 1: Currently shut down
Unit 2: Currently shut down
Unit 3: Currently shut down
Unit 4: Currently shut down

(References)
Seismic intensity in Japanese scale by region
  Max. 5*: Village of Higashidori, Aomori Prefecture
  Max. 4: Mid-Miyagi Prefecture, City of Mutsu, Aomori Prefecture
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